
Maths – Place Value Problems

Year 3 Week 3 Day 3









English - GPS

1. beleev 2. favorite 3. inportent
4. Populer 5. opersit 6. wuman

7. fort    8. strenf

Every spelling has been spelt wrong. Correct the spellings and put them in 
a sentence.



English



English



Formal Elements of Art

Tone: Drawing Techniques

Art



How has the artist made these objects 
appear 3D?

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1f/Ritratto_1.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1f/Ritratto_1.jpg
https://pixabay.com/en/drawing-dog-german-shepherd-art-1470278/
https://pixabay.com/en/drawing-dog-german-shepherd-art-1470278/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hendrik_Goltzius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hendrik_Goltzius


• To create light, medium and dark tones with pencil.
• To experiment with cross-hatching, blending and stippling.
• To apply these techniques to make an object appear 3D.

• To develop your drawing technique when creating tone.

Learning Objective

Success Criteria



Cross-hatching
Layers of lines are drawn in several directions. 

The more layers are used, the darker the area 

becomes.

Blending
Different pressures are used when shading to 

achieve light, medium and dark tones. Using 

your finger tip to gently blend and smooth the 

graphite achieves a smooth blend; a rubber can 

also be used to blend and add highlights.

Stippling
Layers of dots are built up to give the 

appearance of light, medium and dark tones 

within an object or drawing.

Tonal Shading

You will be experimenting with the following three techniques to create tone:

Pause for Thought
Why is tone an

important skill to 
develop when drawing?

Cross-hatching



Scumbling – tiny, squiggly 
circular lines – sort of like 
“controlled scribbling”

Further Tonal Shading

Now try the further techniques of 

scumbling and contour-hatching!

Contour-hatching follows the 

contour, curve or outline of the 

object you are drawing.

Scumbling, sometimes called 

controlled scribbling, uses small 

scribbly loops and curves.

Key Terms
Cross-hatching, Blending,

Stippling, Scumbing, 
Contour-hatching.

Contour-hatching follows the 
contour, or curve or outline, 
of the object. In this case, 
the hatching is rounded to 
match the shape of the 
circle.
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Now you have completed your tone 
exercise you now have a challenge. 

Look out of the window. What objects can 
you see? 

Can you draw one of the objects you see 
and add the techniques you have just 

learnt into your picture.


